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CALL FOR PAPERS
All the teachers and scholars in Philosophy and other subjects are hereby requested to submit
their scholarly articles for paper presentation in the ensuing Two Day National Seminar on “
Modern Trends in Indian Philosophy” on and from 7-8th March,2017 within 1st March2017 to the following address- drbcdas.phil@gmail.com/ tapande4@gmail.com.
Title of the Seminar- “ Modern Trends in Indian Philosophy”
Theme- Modern Trends in Indian Philosophy
Theme of the Seminar: The Philosophical tradition in India has different strands which have at
the same time some common factors that justify our calling it a tradition. It has been reflective
and idealistic from the very beginning. The various systems are sometimes realistic and at others
idealistic. None of the systems, except the Cārvāka, took the world to be of ultimate value; so
there is recognition of an ideal state outside this world.
The two schools of Mahāyāna Buddhism and the Advaita Vedānta would be idealistic. The
realistic systems are Jainism, Nyāya-Vaiśeṣika, Sāṁkhya-yoga, Mῑmāṁsā and the theistic
Vedanta etc. Again we find several Indian scholars of Philosophy these days who have been
influenced by more recent trends, (analytical and existentialist currents) prevailing in European
and American countries.
Contemporary Indian idealism began early in the present century when in 1908 Krishna Chandra
Bhattacharya published his first work ‘Studies in Philosophy (2 volumes)’. His philosophy
combined Eastern idealism, Western influence and his own original manner of handling the
problems. This was an attempt to go beyond the narrowness of the East as well as that of the
West and to make philosophy universal.
The pioneer of comparative philosophy in India was Dr. S. Radhakrishnan. His aim was to
introduce Indian thought to Western world by employing English terminology. But this led him
to develop a method of comparative philosophy.
Of those Hindu thinkers who focused their attention to interpret Buddhist idealism, Professor T.
R. Murti is the foremost. Within the general framework of Advaita he interprets the Mādhyamika
philosophy (Central philosophy of Buddhism) and tries to harmonise it with that of Sankara.
The Advaitic tradition has been the dominant trend for a long time and continues to be so even
today. Of those who we are living with us till recently mention may be made of the philosophy
of S. K. Maitra (Studies in Sri Aurobindo, Philosophy, BHU, 1957, p. 349), G. R. Malkani
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(Vedāntic Epistemology, Metaphysics of Advaita Vedanta, Philosophy of the Self) and A. C.
Mukerji (The Nature of Self).
Besides, the modern trends in Indian philosophy includes the following: Comparative Religion,
Philosophy of Religion, Realism, Radical Humanism, Jainism, Sāṁkhya-Yoga, Vaisnavism,
Saiva Siddhānta, Aesthetics etc.
Date- 7-8th March-2017
Venue-B.N.Swasmal Hall
(Professor B.C.Das)
(Dr. Tapan Kumar De)
Joint- Coordinator
Dept. of Philosophy and the Life-world
Vidyasagar University
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